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The remarkable growth of texts both in online and offline is becoming a challenging issue which need exploration for further research. Diversities of regional and cultural changes have produced various languages as a source of communication. Variations of styles are existing for handwritten texts which is due to varying writing styles. The research area of text recognition is matured which has increased a number of directions in the area of research. A detail report of the existing literature is needed which can help practitioners and researchers to use the existing evidence and provide new solutions for identification of cursive languages and to optimize the ability of recognition for cursive text. For facilitating the researchers and practitioners by providing in-depth analysis of the existing literature, the proposed study provide a detail report through which researchers can get benefit of the literature and devise new solutions. This study is based on searching various popular libraries for identifying relevant materials associated with the proposed study.

1. Introduction

With the passage of time, a significant growth of texts arises both in online and offline. This growth is becoming a challenging issue for researchers which need consideration for further research. Different diversities exist in the form of regional and cultural changes which have produced various languages for communication. The growth of computing devices and facilitations of low-cost access to Internet has presented new directions of retrieving information from digital libraries [1]. In accumulation to this, image, audio, and video archive, the collection of documents be significant part of digital record. For the last couple of years, several organizations have digitized their document collections and have made them available online to facilitate retrieval and for community use. The issue of these documents is that they are mostly in image format which are neither editable and nor searchable. Such documents can occupy more storage space as compared to the textual format. Also, if such images are accessed/processed through the Internet, it will require more bandwidth. Keeping in view this issue, it was desired by the researchers to convert such images into textual format which can then be easily accessed and processed.

Optical character recognition (OCR) system can facilitate the conversion of document image into textual format. With the advancements, the OCR system for many scripts/languages is in the early stage of research. Such languages include Urdu, Pashto, Persian, Arabic, and many others. With the help of handwriting recognition (HWR), the written text can be transformed into a symbolic depiction. This transformation can facilitate the interaction of human and computer applications like mail sorting, cheque verification, image recognition, office automation, and interaction of human computer [2–4]. The language recognition of handwriting recognition of Latin and Chinese has been researched and has achieved significant success. Parallel to this, the research in other languages like HWR of Urdu, Arabic, Persian, and Pashto is less. The reason is that there
are more variations of writing styles and complexity. The handwriting recognition can be categorized into offline and online systems. The offline text recognition is difficult to recognize due to the reasons that these are available in the form of images with written text, while the online recognition of text is easy; as in such system, there is no need of sequence or order of writing [5].

The field of text recognition is matured which has amplified the directions in the area of research. Detail of the existing literature is desirable which can assist practitioners and researchers to use the existing evidences and provide new solutions for identification of cursive languages and to optimize the ability of recognition for cursive text. For facilitating the researchers and practitioners by providing in-depth analysis of the existing literature, the proposed study provide a detail report through which researchers can get benefit of the literature and devise new solutions.

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 shows the related work to the cursive script and language recognition, and the approaches, techniques, and methods used are described. Section 3 shows the analysis of the existing work associated with the text recognition. The paper is concluded in Section 4.

2. Approaches for Cursive Script Recognition

Researchers are trying to devise algorithms, novel approaches, and solutions for the recognition of cursive script and languages. Shaikh and Shaikh [6] proposed an algorithm of parallel thinning for cursive or noncursive languages by defining a customized set of preservation rules through pixel arrangement grid template, producing strong restriction to noise and speed. The results of experiments showed significant achievements over the other cursive languages such as Sindhi, Urdu, and Arabic and noncursive languages such as Chinese, English, and numerals. Dhande and Kharat [7] presented an approach for cursive language recognition of handwriting in English language. Mostly, in the cursive handwriting of English script, the word characters are connected to each other. So the feature extraction and segmentation of English cursive script is difficult. The approach has used the method of horizontal and vertical projection for segmentation. The algorithm of convex hull is used for extracting features, and support vector machine is used as algorithm for recognition and classification. Chinese language is considered to be a widely used language around the globe. The script of Chinese is the most distinctive traditional culture and calligraphic art of China. Research is needed for its connecting writing recognition for text on cursive images. Qin et al. [8] offered a method for cursive text detection for the dataset and is known as SE-seglink. The feature extraction from image is enhanced through this method. The authors designed a dataset containing 523 images for Chinese cursive text. Comparing to the available approaches, the offered approach is performing better in terms of recognizing the cursive images. The effectiveness of the approach is tested through performing comparative experiments.

Ueki et al. [9] proposed an approach for recognition of consecutive Kuzushiji characters through multiple candidate regions as input to a neural network. An assessment through database of images of three consecutive Kuzushiji characters confirmed that the approach proposed is having greater rate of accuracy compared to the approach in which the character of images were cropped according to the boundary detected. Han and Sethi [10] proposed a method which uses heuristic rule set for determining probable boundaries of letter in the image with word curved. The heuristic rules are based on the relations existing between assured topologic and geometric features and the character of English language. A system of segmentation has been build which integrates the proposed system for performing segmentation on postal address images. Various steps are involved in the preprocessing of extracting handwritten words from postal envelope and the step of normalization for allowing variation in thickness of pen and writing tilt. The results obtained from the experiments revealed that the approach is efficient and able for locating the boundaries of letter in cursive words accurately. Kim and Lee [11] offered an approach of unified network for recognition of handwritten text in different languages. The system can be used for any grouping of phonetic writing systems such as Japanese, Arabic, and Tai.

Sternby and Friberg [12] presented an approach for interaction of dictionary in recognition of online cursive script. With the help of segmentation graph, all the probable paths are retrieved for corresponding to words in a dictionary in an effective way. The study also deals with the treating of secondary strokes in online segmentation graph. The approach was tested with huge data with good results. Ahmad et al. [13] proposed an approach for finding out the alternate recognizable unit in the cursive script of Pashto. The alternatives are primary ligature and ligature. A corpus of 2313736 words of Pashto is extracted from different sources of web, and 19268 unique ligatures were identified in the cursive script of Pashto. The results showed that 7000 ligatures showed 91% portion of corpus of Pashto words, and 7681 primary ligatures were identified representing the shapes of all the ligatures. Hassan [14] proposed a system for recognition of cursive Arabic writing. The issues arise due to the personal attitude, style variations, and various levels of writing. The system is based on recognition of hierarchal strategy. With the incorporation of grammar and parser, a system of linguistic recognition was developed. Hashemi et al. [15] designed a recognition system for the Persian text. The system contains a stage of segmentation to separate the character that is constituent. This stage is beneficial for italic or highly declined Latin text. The study presented a segmentation algorithm with two steps. In the first step, nonoverlapped and separate isolated characters are separated, while the second step segments nonassociated characters that are overlapped. The approach was tested on the script of real world and showed an accuracy of 99.7%.

3. Analyzing the Existing Studies for Cursive Script/Languages

The following subsections present the related work and analysis of the cursive script/languages.
3.1. Existing Research for Supporting Recognition of Cursive Script. Recognition of cursive languages in effective way is become challenging issue for researchers and practitioners. Diverse approaches have been proposed to tackle the issue of cursive languages from different perspectives. Erdogan and Ozge [16] suggested a study for analyzing the cursive handwriting of likely primary school teachers from the legibility viewpoint. The nature of the study is perspective with the aim to portray the available state of affairs, making use of qualitative methods. The study consist of 130 potential primary school teachers and were asked for copying the text presented by researchers using cursive handwriting. The cursive handwriting was examined through “cursive handwriting basement form.” The study showed that the handwriting of teachers was sufficiently legible. Samanta et al. [17] proposed a hidden Markov model-based online unconstrained word recognition of handwritten samples. The system involved the key steps which are the handwriting segmentation into substrokes, extracting features from substrokes and recognition. For the task of segmentation, a strategy of discrete curve evolution is proposed. Then various linear and angular features are extracted from substrokes of samples of word and are modelled as feature vectors produced from a mixture distribution. The algorithm of Baum–Welch parameter estimation was used for handling the spherical linear correlated data for constructing the hidden Markov model. At last, the recognition classifier was designed for handwritten word samples. The results demonstrated that Bangla and Latin scripts have good performance of the suggested scheme of recognition. Camasta [18] proposed a recognizer approach for cursive characters which is a module in the recognition of any cursive word based on the approach of segmentation and recognition. With the help of support vector machine and neural gas, the classification of character is achieved. For verification of lower and upper case version of various letters, the neural gas was used, while for recognition of character, the SVM was used. The dataset of 57293 characters was considered for training and testing of the recognizer for cursive characters. The results reveal good performance by the use of SVM and showed better efficiency.

Darwish and ELgohary [19] presented an approach of bio-inspired expert system for printer forensics that incorporate both the features of texture and niching genetic search for selecting effective sufficient minimized feature set. The approach k-nearest neighbours was used for differentiating the printer brand for its simplicity. The results reveal that the approach is having high accuracy of classification and can take less time. Wen et al. [20] proposed a model of hierarchal deformation for describing the online cursive Chinese character deformation. The approach includes two levels: firstly, matching two sequences of turn points which are extracted from the reference and input characters for describing the matches of stroke. Then, the constrained parabola transformation is used for reducing the difference between the matched strokes correctly. The results show that hierarchal deformation approach is effective to the deformation of cursive Chinese character with less computational cost. Lee and Verma [21] proposed a new binary segmentation algorithm for reducing the issue of chain failure risk in the course of validation and improved the accuracy of segmentation. The binary segmentation algorithm is a combination segmentation approach including validation and over-segmentation. The validity of the research was carried out on benchmark of CEDAR database, and the results showed better performance. EL-SHEIKH and GUINDI [22] designed a recognition system for Arabic text. The approach contains segmentation stage for recognition of Arabic cursive words that are typewritten. The system showed 99% recognition rate. Bhunia et al. [23] presented an approach of cross language platform for recognition and spotting of handwritten word. The approach is presented for scripts of low resource where training is done with huge dataset of an accessible script and test is done on the other script. The approach was tested on three Indic scripts including Devanagari, Bangla, and Gurumukhi.

Chandio et al. [24] presented a dataset for the detection of Urdu text, and recognition in natural scene images is analyzed. Above 2500 natural scene images were collected for developing dataset through the digital camera and with a mobile camera. Three datasets were developed including cropped word images, isolated Urdu character images, and end-to-end text spotting. The emphasis was given to the Urdu text instances. The approach can be used for performing detection and recognition of Urdu text as well as end-to-end recognition in natural scenes. Development of these datasets can provide help in developing Persian and Arabic natural scene text recognition and detection. Aisyah et al. [25] carried out a research for designing and developing learning materials for students for learning Japanese language as foreign language at the Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia. The research carried out a survey of commercially produced text book and preproduction stage focusing on needs analysis from students. Abuhaiba [26] presented an approach for identification of cursive language or discrete script enclosed in an image document. The approach is based on extraction of set of global templates shared between languages and scripts with common shapes of symbols. It saves time of processing and requirement of memory in the execution of program. The approach performed one-dimensional normalization like retaining width-to-height ratio. The authors recommended the approaches that have good accuracy and speed for commercial use of OCR products Table 1 shows some of the approaches/methods used for recognition of cursive script/languages from different perspectives.

3.2. Analyzing the Literature for Cursive Script Recognition. Recognition of cursive script/language is considered to be important for different purposes. This recognition of cursive script from the images can save time and storage memory. As these are in textual format, different approaches have been proposed. ALKhateeb et al. [37] have used the hidden Markov models for recognition of word-based offline text. Three stages are involved in the method including pre-processing, feature extraction, and classification. Initially, the words from the scripts of input are segmented and normalized, then features are extracted from the segmented
words, and then these features are integrated for classification purpose. The database of IFN/ENIT was used which contains 32492 words of Arabic handwritten notes. The approach delivered better performance compared to the existing approaches. Abu-Ain et al. [38] proposed a detection approach for baseline and straightness for the text of cursive handwritten notes. The approach is based on the analysis and extraction of directions features from subwords of the text skeleton. The text of Arabic language was considered as a case study. The results revealed that the approach is efficiently working and tested on Arabic dataset.

Mouhcinea et al. [39] proposed a method of Arabic handwritten cursive text based on the hidden Markov model. The experimental results of the images of IFN/ENIT database benchmark revealed that the suggested approach enhanced recognition. Manjusha et al. [40] proposed an approach which aimed for building the databases of handwritten character image for the script of Malayalam language. The samples of handwritten collected from 77 native Malayalam writers. The contour model-based image segmentation algorithm was used for extracting the character images from the data sheets of handwritten. Features extraction techniques were used for extracting features. The scattering convolution network-based feature descriptors achieved a recognition accuracy of 91.05% which is the highest among the available feature descriptors. Naz et al. [41] reviewed the literature on OCR associated with the Urdu cursive scripts. The Pashto, Urdu, and Sindhi languages are described with focus on the script of Nastā’īq and Naskh.

Apart from the above literature, various popular libraries such as ScienceDirect, IEEE, Springer, and Wiley Online were used to search for achieving the most relevant materials. These libraries were only considered due to the reasons that these are only publishing peer reviewed and quality research. Figure 1 shows the initial results of the search process in the mentioned libraries. The figure shows that more materials were obtained in the library of Springer followed by the ScienceDirect.

Initially the library of ScienceDirect was searched, and the results were depicted in figures. Figure 2 shows the publication titles with the number of articles. Figure 3 represents the type of articles in the given library.

Figure 4 represents the number of articles in the given years. Figure 5 shows the subject areas in the given libraries. The library of IEEE was searched and the topics of articles are shown in Figure 6.

The article type is shown in Figure 7 where most of the papers are published as conference papers.

The locations where the conferences held were identified in the study conducted. Figure 8 depicts the locations of conferences held.

After this, the library of Springer was searched for identification of relevant materials and their analysis. Figure 9 represents the various disciplines of articles. The figure shows that more articles were published in the area of Computer Science.

Figure 10 shows the subdisciplines of the areas with total of publications.

The article type was identified in the given library. Figure 11 shows the total number of publications based on the article types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Article type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>M. Schambach</td>
<td>Recurrent HMMs and cursive handwriting recognition graphs</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Conference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Figure 1**: Search process of libraries.

**Figure 2**: Publication title along with the papers.

**Figure 3**: Type of articles.
Figure 4: Number of publications in the given years.

Figure 5: Subject areas.

Figure 6: Topics of publications.
Figure 7: Publication types.

Figure 8: Location of conferences held.
Figure 9: Discipline of publications.

Figure 10: Subdisciplines of the areas with publications.
Figure 11: Article types with publications.

Figure 12: Languages of publications.

Figure 13: Types of publications with total numbers.
The study also focused on the language of publications. Figure 12 shows the language of articles with the total number.

Figure 13 depicts the type of publications in the Wiley online library.

Figure 14 represents the papers published in with the number of articles.

4. Conclusion

With the recent advancements of modern technology and innovation in the field of machine translation, a significant growth of texts arises both in online and offline scripts. This growth is becoming a challenging issue for researchers which need consideration for further research and exploration. Diversities exist in the form of regional and cultural changes. The diversities of regional and cultural changes have produced diverse languages as a source of communication. Variations of styles exist for handwritten texts which are due to varying writing styles. The research area of text recognition is matured which has increased the directions in the area of research for exploration. A detail report of the existing literature is necessary which can support practitioners and researchers to use the existing literature as evidence and provide new solutions for identification of cursive languages and to optimize the ability of recognition for cursive text. The current study has provided a detail report through which researchers can get benefit of the literature and devise new solutions. The study is further facilitating the researchers and practitioners by providing in-depth analysis of the existing literature.
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